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Abstract
Models of quantum systems on curved space-times lack sufﬁcient experimental veriﬁcation. Some
speculative theories suggest that quantum correlations, such as entanglement,may exhibit different
behavior to purely classical correlations in curved space. Bymeasuring this effect or lack thereof, we
can test the hypotheses behind several suchmodels. For instance, as predicted byRalph et al [5] and
Ralph and Pienaar [1], a bipartite entangled system could decohere if each particle traversed through a
different gravitational ﬁeld gradient.We propose to study this effect in a ground to space uplink
scenario.We extend the above theoretical predictions of Ralph and coworkers and discuss the
scientiﬁc consequences of detecting/failing to detect the predicted gravitational decoherence.We
present a detailedmission design of the European SpaceAgency’s SpaceQUEST (Space—Quantum
Entanglement Space Test)mission, and study the feasibility of themission scheme.
1. Introduction
Consider a quantummechanical system consisting of two entangled photons. One photon of each pair is
detected on the groundwhile the other is sent to the International Space Station (ISS). Different theoretical
models have been proposed to analyze this scenariowithwidely varying results. For example, one possible
approachwould be to place the systemon a curved backgroundmetric and quantize the ﬁeld over the set of
modes formed by the geodesics on themetric. Thus taking into account the differences in expected arrival times
(due to path lengths, turbulence, time-dilation, clock drifts, etc). Standard quantummechanics (QM) predicts
no additional decoherence due to the difference in gravitational curvature between the two photon paths. Such
an approach, however, breaks down in the presence of exotic gravitational ﬁelds with non-hyperbolicmetrics.
So one requires newmodels to deal with these types of space–time curvatures. Another analysis using quantum
ﬁeld theory in curved space-time shows that a single-photonwave-packet undergoes not only aDoppler
frequency shift, but also the broadening of themode proﬁle. This broadening occurs because the propagation
through curved space–time induces an effective change in refractive index that shifts excitations to other
frequencymodes [1–3]. There have also been different predictions for a gravitationally induced decoherence
effect. [1] shows that a decoherence effect is produced by the shifting and the ﬂattening of thewavepacket’s
frequency distribution. In this derivation, no particle creationwas assumed to happen. Thus, it is possible, in
principle, to recover the information that has been lost by adjusting the detector to correct the gravitationally
induced effects. In contrast, themodel proposed in [4, 5] predicts an irrecoverable gravitational decoherence
effect due to a speculative nonlinear back-action of themetric on the quantum ﬁelds that leads to particle loss
into a causally disconnected region of space–time. Furthermore, [4–11] show that this type of decoherence effect
is seen only by entangled systems (i.e., classical correlations are not affected).
Uniquely, the predictions of [4, 5], referred to as the event operator formalism, can be experimentally
veriﬁedwith current technology, providing a rare opportunity to testmodels of fundamental QMand general
relativity (GR) simultaneously. The event operator formalism represents a particular class of theories that
attempts to combine quantum and relativistic effects in a consistent way. The proposedmissionwill
experimentally test predictions of this class of theories. Importantly, the results of the experiment are not limited
to testing only the event operator formalism.QM, being a linear theory, predicts the absence of any gravitational
decoherence in the proposed experiment. Consequently, if an effect was observed this would be amonumental
achievement that would overturn the traditional view about howquantummatter interacts with the
gravitational ﬁeld. Nevertheless, should the proposed experiment fail to detect gravitational decoherence, aﬁrst
upper boundwill be established in a benchmark experiment. This limit would provide direct experimental
evidence to bound the possible nonlinearity ofQM in the presence of gravity. The experiment will hence place
bounds on the extent of gravitational decoherencewithwhich any future theorymust conform. Indeed, very few
experiments have been performed to test relativistic quantum theories in general. The current SpaceQUEST
mission represents an early attempt to rectify this situation.We present (in section 2) an extension of the
theoretical framework behind themission, to address practical concerns including losses and the need for space-
like separation of detection events.We also show that certain types of entangled quantum systems/states show a
more pronounced decoherence effect and study the feasibility of a simple, low-cost space-basedmission to
search for decoherence in quantum systems due to gravity (section 3). In section 4we present aminimalistic
experimental designwhich utilizes several resources already on board the ISS. Further, the same apparatus can
be used formany other far-reaching quantum experiments including long distance Bell tests, a variety of Earth-
to-space quantum communication protocols, [12]. The same ﬂight hardware can also be used for classical
communication research; for example, the precise time tags can be used for very high order (≈2048)pulse
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positionmodulation [13], while the polarization channels can be used forMultiple InputMultipleOutput
TransmitDiversity [14].
The experiment scientiﬁc requirement (ESR) documentwas submitted to the European Space Agency (ESA)
at the conclusion of the Phase-A study. The ESR deﬁnes the scientiﬁc objectives and derives from them the
requirements driving themission design, while thismanuscript furthers the underlying science aswell as details
the feasibility study and one recommended implementation on the ISS.
2. Theory
The event operator formalism is a nonlinear extension to standard relativistic quantumﬁeld theory that aims to
make the theory consistent in non-hyperbolic space–times, i.e. space–times that contain closed time-like curves
(CTCs). In themodel, the need to accommodate CTCs requires that quantumﬁelds exhibit nonlinear dynamics
in proportion to the local space–time curvature. This implies observable consequences even for regions of
space–time that are only gently curved, such as the gravitational ﬁeld surrounding Earth. The primary
consequence of this curvature-induced nonlinearity is a loss of quantum entanglement over and beyondwhat
would be expected fromknown sources of environmental decoherence. The physical reason for this
decoherence is explained in [4, 5].
Building upon the underlying theory presented in [4, 5], we present a detailed, case by case analysis of the
model addressing the practical implementations to support a complete feasibility study. To facilitate this we
introduce an effective theory, applicable under the conditions of the proposed experiment. Consider an initial
two-modeGaussian state r( )1,2in (where 1, 2 label themodes) generated by the source on the ground.Mode 1 is sent
into space and detected on the ISS, whilemode 2 is detected on Earth at some small spacio-temporal
displacement to ensure that the two detection events are space-like separated. Under these conditions the event
operator formalism can be represented by amap  , between input (in) andﬁnal states (ﬁn): r r( ) ( )1,2in 1,2fin . Unlike
typical quantum channels, which are linear completely positive trace-preserving (CPTP)maps, the event
operator channel  is a fundamentally nonlinearCPTPmap. Themap  is equivalent to a displacementD(γ)
followed by a beamsplitter with reﬂectivity ξ (see ﬁgure 1), where g a= x xx
- - -
-1
1 1
1
depends on the initial
displacementα1 ofmode 1, andwhere ξ equals the ‘event overlap’. The event overlap depends on the properties
of the sourcemode, the intrinsic resolution of the detectors and the properties of the space–time along the
optical paths. The full deﬁnition for ξ is given in [4]. Below,we give an expression for ξ relevant for the proposed
experiment.
We can use the equivalent optical circuit ofﬁgure 1 and the Schrödinger picture to study the various cases
and guide the design of the spacemission. Inﬁgure 1 the initial state is copied into themodes 3, 4:
r r r Ä( ) ( ) ( )in 1,2in 3,4in . The decoherence effect of gravity onmode 1 ismodeled by coupling it to its twinmode 3 via
the beamsplitter  . If † †A A,1 3 are photon creation operators for thesemodes, the beamsplitter evolution is given
by a unitary U according to
 
 
x x
x x
= - -
= + - ( )
† † † †
† † † †
U A U A A
U A U A A
1 ,
1 . 1
1 1 3
3 3 1
The state experiences a displacementD(γ) if γ is nontrivial, and evolves through the beamsplitter  using
equation (1). r( )1,2fin is obtained by tracing out themodes 3,4 and the expectation values formeasurements are
calculated.We now explore the consequences of thismodel for different input states.
2.1. Two-mode time–energy entangled state from spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC)
Consider an SPDC sourcewithweak down conversion probability c ∣ ∣ 12 . To aﬁrst-order approximation the
initial state is
y cñ » ñ + ñ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )( ) † †A A0 0 . 21,2in 1 2
Copying37 this state to themodes 3,4we obtain
y y c c cñ Ä ñ = ñ + ñ + ñ +∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( ) ( )( ) ( ) † † † †A A A A0 0 0 . 31,2in 3,4in 1 2 3 4 2
Since the initial state is a squeezed vacuum:α1=γ=0, the displacement does nothing. Using the notation
ñ ñ∣ ≔ ∣† †A A 0 1, 1i j i j, , we apply U to y yñ Ä ñ∣ ∣( ) ( )1,2in 3,4in to obtain:
37
The nonlinearity of the event formalism allows a type of cloning to occur, hence copy is a valid description of the ancilla used in the
equivalent circuit thatmodels the system. The accompanying decoherence effect ensures that superluminal effects sometimes associated
with cloning cannot occur.
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 y y c x c x c x c x cñ Ä ñ = ñ + ñ - - ñ + ñ + - ñ +∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )
( )
( ) ( )U 0 1, 1 1 1, 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 .
4
1,2
in
3,4
in
1,2 3,2 3,4 1,4
2
Finally, by performing a partial trace overmodes 3 and 4we arrive at the ﬁnal state
r c x c x c x c x= ñ + ñ á + á + - ñá + ñá + ñá(∣ ∣ )( ∣ ∣) ∣ ∣ ( )(∣ ∣ ∣ ∣) ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )( ) †0 1, 1 0 1, 1 1 01 01 10 10 0 0 . 5fin 2 2
Tomeasure the coincidences, we apply the projector:
P = ¢ ñá¢ ¢∬ ∣ ∣ ( )† †k k a a a ad d 0 0 , 6C k k k k,1 ,2 ,1 ,2
which represents a coincidencemeasurement by ideal detectors that are frequency insensitive. By decomposing
themode operators into their spectral components we obtain r x cáP ñ = P »{ } ∣ ∣( )TrC C fin 2, which is precisely
the event operator prediction (compare to equation (24) in [4]). Also, note that there is no effect on the statistics
of the individualmodes (i.e., singles), as seenwhenwe deﬁne:
òP = ñá Î∣ ∣ { } ( )†k a a id 0 0 , 1, 2 , 7i k i k i, ,
representing a single-photon detector for the ithmode, weﬁnd that cáP ñ = áP ñ » ∣ ∣1 2 2. Hence the effect does
not affect the singles counts.
The experimental implementation proposed herewill onlymeasure the decoherence of a time energy
entangled state in the arrival time basis. Thus, the gravitationally induced decoherence can only be observed
(with this experiment) as a decorrelation in the arrival times.
2.1.1. Including losses
A lossy channel can bemodeled by a beamsplitter interactingwith the vacuum state, whose transmission
coefﬁcient 0<η<1 equals the transmittivity of the channel [15]. Applying losses η1, η2 tomodes 1, 2 results in
themodiﬁed input state:
y y c h h c h h cñ Ä ñ = ñ + ñ + ñ +∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( ) ( )( ) ( ) † † † †A A A A0 0 0 . 81,2in 3,4in 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 4 2
After evolving through the ξ beamsplitter, any further losses tomode 1 is just another added factor that can be
absorbed into η1. The overall effect is just to transform c c h h 1 2 . This results in the coincidence rate:
h h x cáP ñ » ∣ ∣ ( ). 9C 1 2 2
In addition, since dark counts happen at the detectors, theywill not change the factor ξ.
Figure 1.The event operator formalism can be understood as a nonlinearmap  acting on themode 1 as it travels through curved
space–time. Thismap is equivalent to a displacement followed by a beamsplitter as depicted in the lower diagram. It is nonlinear
because ξ, γ depend on the initial state, and because the initial state has to be ‘copied’ tomodes 3, 4, which violates the no-cloning
theorem. In this diagram, there are two copies of the state ρ(in); one acts on themodes 1, 2 and the other acts on themodes 3, 4.
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2.1.2. CWoperation
Equation (2) describes a pulsed source producing spectrally uncorrelated photons, i.e., the joint spectral
amplitude for the source is separable, toﬁrst-order inχ. However, in the experiment we propose to use a
continuouswave (CW) sourcewhich inevitably implies strongly spectrally correlated photons.We can represent
the initial state in this situation by
òy cñ » ñ + ñ∣ ∣ ( ) ∣ ( )( ) † †kH k a a0 d 0 , 10k k1,2in ,1 ,2
where, now the joint spectral amplitude—H(k) is strongly correlated. Following the same procedure as before,
i.e., copying the state onto ancillamodes, interacting with the beamsplitter, tracing out the ancillamodes and
modeling detectionwith a broadband detector, produces the same result as before, equation (9).
2.2. Coherent states
Suppose the initial state contains only classical correlations, in the formof two coherent states: y abñ = ñ∣ ∣( )in .
Now, the event operatormapwill apply a non-trivial displacement g a= x xx
- - -
-
1 1
1
. After copying the state
tomodes 3,4we obtain the following evolution:
 g a b a b a b a g b xa x a g b
x a g xa b a b x a g xa b
ñ Ä ñ = ñ Ä + ñ = + - + ñ
Ä + - - ñ = ñ Ä + - - ñ
( ) ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣( ) ∣ ( )
∣ ( ) ∣ ∣ ( ) ( )
U D U, , , , 1 ,
1 , , 1 , . 11
1,2 3,4 1,2 3,4 1,2
3,4 1,2 3,4
After tracing outmodes 3, 4we are left with the same state we startedwith. This is just a special instance of the
more general feature that classical correlations are preserved by the event operator formalism. Thus this theory
predicts no decoherence with faint coherent pulses obtained, for instance, by attenuating a laser.
For non-Gaussian states (e.g., classically correlated single-photons or photons from a deterministic single-
photon source), the circuit ofﬁgure 1 fails to agreewith the predictions of the event formalism, and it remains an
open problem toﬁnd an accurate circuit that applies to these states. In this case, calculations performed directly
in the event formalism conﬁrm that classical correlations experience no gravitational decoherence (or
decorrelation) effect in general.
2.3. Polarization entangled SPDC states
The de-correlation of entanglement due to event operators is not restricted to time-energy entanglement—in
principle it applies to any kind of entanglement. Let us consider the case of polarization entanglement with an
initial state:
y c cñ » ñ + ñ + ñ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )( ) HH VV0
2 2
, 121,2
in
1,2 1,2
using the notation e.g., ñ ñ∣ ≔ ∣† †HV A A 0H V1,2 ,1 ,2 . After copying the state tomodes 3,4 and applying the
beamsplitter, we obtain the state:

x c
x c c
ñ + ñ + ñ + ñ + ñ
+ - - ñ - ñ + ñ + ñ +
∣ [∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ]
[ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ] ( ) ( )
HH VV HH VV
HH VV HH VV
0
2
1
2
. 13
1,2 1,2 3,4 3,4
3,2 3,2 1,4 1,4
2
Computing the expectation values, weﬁnd that with probability x c∣ ∣2we obtain coincidences inwhich both
photons have the same polarization. Coincidences inwhich the photons have different polarizations do occur,
but only with probability c» ∣ ∣4, making these events negligible. Sowe cannot practicallymeasure the de-
correlation of polarization entanglement.
2.4. Value of the event overlap
Experimentally we aremost interested in the case of theCW, time energy entangled SPDCThe event overlap for
this case can be calculated using themethods described in [4, 5]. If we assume that the spectral amplitudeH(k) is
Gaussian, we obtain:
x = k- ( )e , 1422
where k D( )≔ d2 2tt is the dimensionless ratio of the gravitational time-dilation,Δt, to the photon coherence
time, dt. The photon coherence time is the temporal standard deviation of h(t), where h(t) is the Fourier
transformof the joint spectral amplitude—H(k), which is assumed to be aGaussian. The gravitational time-
dilation is the difference,Δt=td−τ, between the propagation times of the photons sent to the ISS asmeasured
by local observers along the path, τ, and a global observer situated far from the gravitating body td.Weﬁnd
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ò qD = + ++ ⎛⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ ( )r
m
r
m
r
r
r
d 1
2 tan
, 15t
r
r h
e
2 2
2
1 2
e
e
where re is Earth radius, h is the ISS height,m is themass of the Earth expressed in units of length
38 and θ is the
angle from the zenith. This result is obtained assuming  1m
r
. If we further assume  1h
re
and consider the
result at the zenith (θ=0)we obtainD »t mhre , in agreement with [4, 5].
2.5.Delay lines and space-like separation
At this juncture, we address an ambiguity in the formalism that has its roots in the long-standingmeasurement
problem in quantummechanics.What happens to the state from equation (2) after a photon is detected inmode
2? For all practical purposes, the state is said to have ‘collapsed’, resulting in a two-photon state (actually a one-
photon state if themeasurement is destructive, as it is here). However, different interpretations disagree about
whether this apparent collapse is a physical process, ormerely illusory. According to themany-worlds
interpretation, for instance, there exists another branch of thewavefunction inwhich a photonwas not detected
inmode 2, and hence the state is still vacuum in that branch. The total state is therefore expressed as an entangled
state that includes the environment, containing the detector and the scientists observing the outcome:
y c cñ  ñ ñ + ñ ñ +∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( ) ( )( ) † †E A A E0 0 , 161,2in 0 1 2 1 2
where ñ∣E0 indicates a quantum state of the environment inwhich no photonwas detected and recorded by
experimenters, while ñ∣E1 indicates that a photonwas detected inmode 2 and recorded. This state is still a
superposition of the vacuumand two-photon state formodes 1, 2, so it is still entangled in photon number39.
The event operatormodel therefore predicts a drop in coincidence counts due to the decorrelation of this
entanglement. On the other hand, according to an objective collapse interpretation, the state aftermeasurement
ofmode 2 should be just the two-photon state:
yñ  ñ∣ ∣ ( )( ) † †A A 0 . 171,2in 1 2
This state could still be entangled in its internal degrees of freedom (such as polarization) but it is clearly not
entangled in photon number and hence the event operatormodel does not imply any loss of coincidences.We
therefore face a dilemma: the predictions of the event operatormodel seem to depend onwhether one uses a
many-worlds or an objective collapse version of themodel!
Luckily, there is a very simple argument that shows that the objective-collapse version of themodelmust give
the same predictions as themany-worlds version, in the special case of an experiment inwhich the heralding
event (onEarth) ismeasured at space-like separation from the detection event (at the ISS), see ﬁgure 2. The
argument rests upon the empirical principle that no signals can be sent faster than light. Assuming that objective
collapse interpretationsmust adhere to this principle, the objective collapse of thewave-function due to the
detection of a photon inmode 2, despite being instantaneous, cannot change themodel’s predictions fromwhat
theywould have been if the twomodes had still been entangled in photon number. If any such difference were
permitted, it could be exploited to send a signal between space-like separated events, violating the no-signaling
principle. (As an example of such a protocol, consider a state having photon number entanglement between
threemodes. Theﬁrstmode is used to either collapse or not collapse thewhole state, while the remaining two
modes are used to check for the presence or absence of photon number correlations at a space-like separation.)
Non-signaling nonlinear theories of this typewere described byKent in [16, 17]. The above argument shows
that, in order to be consistent with the no-signaling principle, both versions of the event-operatormodel (the
many-worlds version, and the ‘Kent’ version)must predict a visible loss of coincidences when the detection
events are space-like separated. Hence, space-like separation is necessary to conclusively test both variants of the
model.We note that the Kent version of themodel [17] is also important to test because it has some advantages
over themany-worlds variant. In particular, themany-worlds variant suffers fromone aspect of the ‘preparation
problem’ [18] for nonlinear theories, in that it does notmake clear how to produce pure states operationally. By
constrast, the Kent version of themodel allows pure states to be created bymeasurement and post-selection, via
an objective collapse of thewavefunction.
Typically inQMameasurement is considered ﬁnishedwhen themeasurement has been stored as classical
information that the quantum system can no longer affect40. This process takes a certain amount of time,
38
Whenworking in natural units and in the context of gravitational physics or relativity it is commonpractice to expressmass of a spherical
body in terms of its Schwarzschild radius.
39
We assume that, providedwe are able to keep track of all degrees of freedomof the local environment (including the observers) then from
some ‘higher vantage point’ the overall state can still be described as being a pure entangled state globally. The objective collapse case assumes
the usual projection postulate formeasurements. However, in both cases the state remains pure—either we know the result of the
measurement or the detectors remain a coherent part of the quantum state and are not traced out.
40
Wenote that other interpretations require themotion of a sufﬁciently largemass [19].
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typically on the order of 100–200 ns. Thus on the ground the only delay needed is about 200 mof optical ﬁber to
obtain a delay of≈1 μs.
Other than this small distance necessary to space-like separate the detection events, no other delay is needed.
Let us consider an additional delay δwhich is beyond that necessary for the aforementioned space-like
separation. To seewhy δ does not play a role in the effect, we introduce δ to the case discussed in section 2.1. This
is done by applying the unitary d = d-( ) †U e a a2 i k k,2 ,2. Since it commutes with the beamsplitter and displacement of
 (which do not act onmode 2), the state of allmodes before detection is just:
 y y c x dñ Ä ñ = ñ +∣ ∣ ( ) ∣ ( ) ( )( ) ( )U U 1, 1 trivial terms . 181,2in 3,4in 2 1,2
The projectorΠC is not sensitive to this phase shift, since:
d dP = P = Pd d-( ) ( ) ( )†U U e e , 19C C C2 2 i i
hence the expectation value is unaffected.
We emphasize that although the detection events need to be space-like separated, we do not need tomake a
fast basis choice as in a loophole free Bell experiment.Wemeasure the decoherence effect bymeasuring in ﬁxed
measurement bases and looking at the change in correlations betweenmeasurement outcomes.
3. Feasibility constraints
Section 2 aswell as previousworks [4, 5, 20, 21] predict an unusual and unexpected behavior of some systems.
These predictions challenge standard quantum theory and pose interesting interpretations to relativity.
Therefore it becomes very important to experimentally verify these effects. A successful detection of
gravitational decoherencewould have far reaching consequences for relativistic QM.On the contrary, proving
the absence of (or experimentally imposingmore stringent limits to) this decoherence effect can be used to test
between severalmodels inGR.
Themission needs to provide scientiﬁcally rigorous andmeaningful results and be practically possible. In
this sectionwe evaluate the feasibility of testing the above theory using a very simple single-photon detection
module on board the ISS. In general, we show the feasibility in aworst case scenario, i.e., we choose theworst
alternatives/set of parameters that we can reasonably expect and forwhich the experiment remains possible.
3.1.Quantifying the effect
Section 2 shows that the effect is only present when using entangled states, further time–energy entanglement
would produce a large observable effect unlike polarization entanglement.We have also demonstrated that to
observe the effect it is sufﬁcient tomeasure the decorrelation in one speciﬁc ﬁxedmeasurement basis. Consider a
time–energy entangled state produced from a SPDC source (section 2.1). The effect is observable as a reduction
in the coincidence rate (áP ñC )without a reduction in the singles rates (áP ñ1 and áP ñ2 ).We deﬁne the heralding
Figure 2.A space–time diagram showing the causal relationship between the detectors. The source (gray box) produces two photons,
one of which is delayed on the ground and detected at time tA or tB (eventsA andB)while the other (mode 1) is sent to space and
detected at time tC (eventC). The dotted lines indicate the path that would be taken by light traveling in a vacuum.As a result, the
detection eventA is in the causal past ofC, while eventB is causally separated fromC. If the event operatormodel ismodiﬁed to take
into account the proposal of Kent [16, 17], then only photons detected at eventsB andCwill experience gravitational decoherence.
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efﬁciency as
áP ñ
áP ñáP ñ
C
1 2
. From equation (9), we observe that the change in heralding efﬁciency E due to
gravitational decoherence is given by the decoherence factor (Df) deﬁned asDf=η1η2ξ . Consequently, ifE0 is
the heralding efﬁciency in the absence of any decoherence, the efﬁciencywith the effect (Edecoherence) is given by:
= ( )E D E . 20fdecoherence 0
This decoherence factor (Df) is the same asCtotal in [4] and
µ -D ( )D e . 21f
t
dt
2
2 2
Experimentally, pairs (coincidences) are identiﬁed based on their individual arrival times [22] as recorded by
independent time taggingmodules. Typically, a cross correlation histogram (g(2)) of these arrival times is used to
identify coincidences. Thewidth of the g(2) peak is limited by the detector jitter41, while accidental coincidences
(noise)prevent the g(2) outside the peak from falling to zero. Figure 3 shows the expected change in the g(2)
histogramwith andwithout the gravitational decoherence effect. Photon pairs that undergo gravitational
decoherence lose correlation in their arrival times and (if not lost) are detected only as singles. Thus, in the g(2)
histogram, they contribute only to the offset from zero.However, since the decohered pairs can contribute
evenly to one of several time bins, the contribution to any one bin and thus to the offset is negligible in practice.
3.2. Types ofmeasurements
Wemeasure the decoherence of the time energy entangled photon pair by observing only in one degree of
freedom—the arrival time of each individual photon.Measuring in an energy degree of freedomwould require a
signiﬁcantlymore complex experiment. Thus, we can only observewhat will appear to be a decorrelation effect.
The largest challenge of this experiment is to distinguish the decorrelation from losses and background noise.
We plan to achieve this through a combination of four differentmeasurements out of which three depend on the
functional dependence ofDfwith three different parameters and the last relies on comparison to a classical
system that does not undergo decoherence.
Consider equation (21),Df depends on two factors we can change during an experiment: the gravitational
time dilationΔt depends on two parameters—the distance between the optical ground station (OGS) and the
ISS as well as the total gravitational potential difference. From the perspective of an observer on the ground these
parameters can be expressed in terms of the zenith angle θ (i.e., the angle subtended by the ISSwith the
observer’s zenith) and the orbital altitude h. Further,Df depends strongly on the coherence time (dt) of the
photons. Lastly, section 2.2 predicts thatDf=1 for a non-entangled faint pulse source (FPS); thus by comparing
Figure 3. Illustration of the gravitational decoherence effect. Consider a temporal cross correlation histogram g(2) between the arrival
times of photons at theOGS and on the ISS. The area of the peak represents the number of photon pairs while the number of singles
events is obtained from the photon countingmodule. The gravitational decoherence effect from [4], should result in a decrease in the
number of photon pairs (area)without altering the singles rate, the position of or thewidth of the peak. This is depicted in the above
ﬁgurewhere the red (solid) curve shows the g(2) in the absence of a gravitational ﬁeld gradient (i.e., without gravitational decoherence
effect) and the blue (dashed) curve shows the effect of gravitational decoherence between anOGS and the ISS at the zenith 400 km
away using a source of time entangled photon pairs with a coherence time of 0.8 ps. The offset shownhere is grossly exaggerated and
for illustrative purposes only. Therefore, to observe the gravitational decoherence effect we cannot rely onmeasuring the change in
noise/background accidental count rates, insteadwe rely onmeasuring the change in area between the two curves.We emphasize that
the gravitational decoherence effect can still be observed despite a detector jitter of several ns. Reducing the jitter only improves the
signal to noise ratio (SNR) by reducing the accidental coincidence rate (which contributes to the offset).
41
Wenote that the jitter in arrival time due to a highly turbulent atmosphere is=10 ps and can be neglected compared to the≈1–2 ns jitter
of the space based detectors≈200 ps combined jitter of the space based electronics, ground based electronics and ground based detectors.
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photons froma FPS and an entangled photon pair source (EPPS)we could detect the presence of gravitational
decoherence.
3.2.1. Variation of Df with the coherence time
The decoherence effect as quantiﬁed byDf is dependent on the coherence time of the photons used as shown in
ﬁgure 4. Experimentally, varying the coherence time in the approximate range of 0.8–3 ps (i.e.,≈2–0.5 nm
bandwidth at 830 nm) can be easily achieved by using a few different spectral ﬁlters.We recommend using this
range as a good compromise between the increase in losses due to dispersion in the atmosphere, the strength of
the effect, and the brightness of the source.
3.2.2. Variation of Df with the orbital altitude
By varying the orbital altitude of the ISS, we predict a large andmeasurable change inDf as seen inﬁgure 5.
Boosters on the ISS are used to control this orbital altitude. Currently the perigee altitude ismaintained at
400±2 km.However this was not always so: in the years 1999–2009 the orbital altitude of the ISS underwent
changes from≈340 to 400 km at rates ofmore than 40 km yr−1.
Operational constraints prevent any large changes in the orbital altitude. In its current orbit, the ISS has an
apogee of≈412 kmand a perigee of 400 km. This height difference is clearly insufﬁcient tomeasure a signiﬁcant
change inDf. Further, to exploit the ellipticity of the orbit would require the ISS to have both its apogee and
perigee at the zenith of theOGS. Even in this case, weather conditions and a limitedmission lifetime (to further
reduce costs) could hinder thismeasurement. Still, we believe this is important to consider the possibilities of
performing suchmeasurements on the ISS, or if unfeasible there, in futuremissions.
Figure 4.Decoherence factor (Df) as a function of the photon coherence time for two different orbital heights of the ISS. [4]predicts
that the dechoherence effect will bemore pronounced for entangled photon pairs where the signal and idlermodes have a large
bandwidth (corresponding to a short coherence time).
Figure 5.Decoherence factorDf as a function of the orbital altitude h of the ISS. These calculationsweremade according to [4] for the
case when the ISS is at the zenith of theOGS. The effect ismore pronounced for broadband photons, which have a short coherence
time.
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3.2.3. Variation of Df with the zenith angle
Most passes of the ISS over a givenOGSwill be at some angle θ away from the zenith (0°). This zenith angle also
affectsDf andmust be taken into account (ﬁgure 6). Telescopes on the ISS have a limited viewing angle
represented by the vertical lines, Therefore even if the ISS is in the ﬁeld of view of theOGS, the passmay not be
usable.
3.2.4. Real time comparison of faint pulse versus entangled photons
The previous three subsections have dealt with the characteristic ways inwhichDf changes whenwe change an
experimentally controllable parameter. Anotherway to test the presence of gravitational decoherence of a
quantum entangled system is to send an otherwise identical non-entangled photon alongwith one photon from
an entangled pair and observe the difference between these two types of systems. A FPSwith exactly the same
wavelength as the EPPS can be used as an experimental control. The pulse width can be adjusted to produce
attenuated single-photon states with exactly the same coherence times (for 830 nm this corresponds to pulse
widths of≈340 fs–2 ps). By rapidlymultiplexing photons from a FPS and an EPPS on a time scalemuch faster
than the atmospheric turbulence, we can ensure a direct comparison. Naturally, tominimize error bars wemust
have high count rates, and the next section addresses this problem.
3.3. Feasibility of themeasurements
To show the feasibility of the experiment wemust focus on three aspects: the losses, the error bars due to
counting statistics and the ability/sensitivity to perform themeasurement despite themotion of the ISS.
3.3.1. Losses
Losses in a free space uplink to the ISS are attributed to several different factors—absorption and scattering in
the atmosphere, clipping losses due to a limited sending and receiving telescope apertures (the divergence of the
beamdue to diffraction limits and dispersion in the atmosphere further contributes to this loss), beamwander
and pointing accuracy that also cause clipping, limited detection efﬁciency, and limited transmission through
the sending and receiving optics and telescopes.
First, let us consider atmospheric losses. These can be accuratelymodeled using the softwareMODTRAN5
under a variety of weather conditions.We used thework of [23] as a case study, choosing theOGS at Tenerife
under typical weather conditions of 20 °C, 50%humidity, and a clear night.We chose awavelength of 830 nm
andmodel the losses from sea level (ﬁgure 7). In theworst case the transmission is better than−4.5 dB
(≈−3.5 dB near the zenith, i.e., in the best case).
Second, the clipping losses are due to the large size of the transmitted beam compared to the small receiving
telescope. The size of the beamat the ISS depends on the distance to the ISS, the atmospheric turbulence and the
sending telescope used. Let us consider theworst case value of each of these: given amaximumzenith angle θ of
37° 42 the distance to the ISS is<530 kmwith a nominal orbital altitude of 400 km. The Fried parameter r0 (an
indication of the size of pockets of turbulence in the atmosphere) can be used to determine the optimal sending
telescope diameter for the smallest spot size at the ISS. For a typicalOGS at Tenerife (say)we know that r0?
15 cm formost of the time [24]. Using the link budget application developed for ESA [25], we compute that the
Figure 6.The expected decoherence due to gravity is expected to beweakest at the zenith (0°) and becomes stronger away from the
zenith. Depending on the angle between the ISS and theOGS aswell as the height of the ISS, we can predict the level of decoherence.
The ‘ISERV’ telescope on board the ISS currently has a limited viewing angle of≈±22° and this is represented here by the vertical
black lines.
42
Inﬁgure 6we used the limitation of the ISERV telescope because this gives the smallest change inDf (i.e., theworst case scenario). Here we
have chosen theﬁeld of view of theNightPod since that corresponds to theworst transmission.
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optimal sending telescope diameter is about 13cm. This will result in a diffraction limited spot diameter of
<2.1 m.Considering telescope imperfections, we expect aﬁnal beamdiameter of≈3 m. Tomake a conservative
worst case estimate let us consider a beamdiameter of 4.5 m.
On board the ISSwe have a choice of receiving telescopes—a ‘NikonAF-SNikkor 400 mm’ photographer’s
telephoto lenswith a clear aperture of 13 cmmounted in theCupolawindow, and a 23.5 cm astronomical
telescope (CelestronCPC925)mounted in theWindowObservational Research Facility (WORF)window (part
of the ‘ISERV’mission). On 12May 2016 a tiny fragment of space debris caused a crack in the center of the
Cupolawindow and operations were suspended pending repairs. For nowwe plan on using the 24 cm telescope
which gives us a clipping loss of between 26 and 28 dB (calculated assuming aGaussian beamproﬁle)43.
Third, let us consider the beamwander loss which is limited by the pointing accuracy of the sending
telescope (the receiving telescope can use fastmirrors to track the ground beacon). The pointing error of the
OGS ismeasured against the position of a distant star and includes the atmospheric seeing (turbulence) effects
andmechanical alignment. For example, theOGS at Tenerife has aminimumpointing error of 1.45 μrad (with a
ﬁne adjustmentmirror installed) [26], thus it is reasonable to expect the pointing accuracy for other similar
OGSs to be<≈5 μrad. Due to the fastmotion of the ISS (up to≈1.1° s−1), wemust also consider about 5 μrad
of additional error in the point ahead angle. Thus, we have a total angular error of 10–15 μrad. To achieve this
tracking precision evenwhen the ISS is in the Earth’s shadow, it will be necessary to equip both theOGS(s) and
the ISSwith tracking beacons. Using the results of [27]we estimate the beamwander loss to be≈6 dB.
Lastly, let us consider a 60%detection efﬁciency in space, a 70% transmission through the sending optics
(and telescope) and the source, a 60% (75% in the best case) transmission through themulti-layered ISSwindow
and a 70% transmission through the receiving optics. All together the transmission for optics part of the uplink is
≈−7.5 dB.
To estimate the total losses we combine the losses from each of the above to obtain the total worst case
transmission as−46 dB (Best case:≈−40 dB).
3.3.2. Fluctuation of count rates
The experiment to detect gravitational decoherence using entanglement relies on the experimental capability of
detecting changes in the heralding efﬁciency. In the absence of atmospheric turbulence, all non-systematic
errors can beminimized by accumulating a large number of counts and averaging over several experimental
runs.However, atmospheric turbulence inﬂuences both the signal count rate and the background count rate
simultaneously thus averaging or accumulating statistics over long periods cannot reduce the error due to
background count ﬂuctuations. For a successful experiment wemust identify the heralding efﬁciency change
despite these ﬂuctuations. Atmospheric turbulence occurs on the time scale of a fewms.We can rapidly alternate
between sending photons from the FPS and from the EPPS on the time scale of≈100 μs. The FPS photonswould
not undergo decoherencewhile the EPPS photonswould. Thus to show that the decoherence effect occurs it
would sufﬁce to compare photons from these two sources. To show that this is feasible we shall consider the
statistical distribution ofﬂuctuations in the background and signal count rates aswell as systematically varying
losses that could exhibit the same behavior as the change inDfwith the zenith angle θ (seeﬁgure 6).
Figure 7.Away from the zenith (0°), a beampasses through a thicker column of air resulting in increased losses. The black line
represents themaximum ﬁeld of view of theNightPod from theCupola windowof the ISS. Figure from [23].
43
These values are larger than the geometric estimate because the clear aperture could be slightly smaller than the speciﬁed diameter.
Additional losses are due to the secondarymirror and its support structure.
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Typical photon counting statistics are Poissonian in nature. However due to atmospheric ﬂuctuations in
long distance links, the distribution is bettermodeled by the convolution of a Poissonian and a log normal
distribution (LND) [28].While the error of a Poissonian statistical sample scales as N forN events, that of a
LND scales as si N, where si is the atmospheric scintillation index. Due to this unfavorable scaling it is very
important tomaximize the signal to noise ratio in the experiment. In lowEarth orbit (LEO), background counts
can originate from several sources including detector’s dark counts (see appendix), direct sunlight, direct
moonlight, light reﬂected from the atmosphere/clouds, light fromon board the ISS and light reﬂected/emitted
from the ground. In theworst case scenariowe assume that all background counts originate on the ground and
consequently follow a LND.Operating at night while the ISS is within the Earth’s shadow and theMoon is in a
favorable position is essential to avoiding direct and reﬂected sunlight. Strong spectralﬁltering, shielding
(optical and radiation), a smallﬁeld of view and complete darkness surrounding theOGS can further reduce the
background counts. Bywaiting for goodweather conditions (i.e., clear skies and si<0.05which is equivalent to
a Fried parameter r0>28 cm)we can further reduce the effect of background counts. For high altitude
observatories like those at Tenerife such suitable conditions occur 20%–35%of the time.
Let us consider the change in the heralding efﬁciency due to themotion of the ISS from the zenith (0°)
towards the horizon (90°) of theOGS. There are twomain contributors to the change in the heralding efﬁciency:
the change in losses (ﬁgure 7) and the change in the decoherence factorDf (ﬁgure 6). Figure 8 shows the expected
dependence of the heralding efﬁciency on the zenith angle. The gray curve shows the predictionswhich only
takes into account losses and other atmospheric effects for the FPS (or of standard quantum theory). The curve
with orange error bars represents the combined effects of losses in the atmosphere and the gravitationally
induced decoherence (i.e., the change inDf)predicted by [4] for photons from the EPPS. The error bars
represent 1 standard error inmeasuring the heralding efﬁciency using LND. Theﬁgurewas computed using the
worst case losses (46 dB) and noise rates (6000 s−1 for both the space-based detectors all of which are assumed to
have a LND).We note that the expected background rates are<1000 s−1 in total i.e., 500 s−1 for each of the two
detectors and only the background counts can realistically be expected to have a LND. The remaining
contribution to the noise count rate comes from the intrinsic dark countswhich follow a Poissonian
distribution. These dark count rates can realistically vary between 100 and 2000 s−1 depending on the amount of
radiation damage to the detectors (see Appendix). Nevertheless, we conservatively assumed that all noise of the
space based detectors follows a LND.We assume 200 000 counts s−1 (with a Poissonian distribution) divided
among all detectors/pixels on the ground.We assume that both the FPS andEPPS each emit
350×106 photons s−1 towards the space segment. The EPPS is assumed to have a 20% intrinsic heralding
efﬁciency. Thus on board the ISSwe approximately expect 2650 pairs s−1 and 19 500 singles s−1 inclusive of
accidentals and noise countsmost of which follow a LND.
The extent/strength of gravitational decoherence (if any) can be found by ﬁtting the experimental data to
either the gray or the orange curves inﬁgure 8. To observe the decoherence effect it is sufﬁcient to be able to
differentiate between these two curves, which is still possible despite the signiﬁcantly larger error bars of the
LND. The curves shownhere are for an orbital altitude of 400 km. The atmospheric transmission losses are
roughly the same for orbital altitudes between 300 and 500 km.Only losses due to clipping change signiﬁcantly,
thus similar curves for different orbital altitudeswill be parallel to each other.
Figure 8.Differentiating between the gravitational decoherence effect and losses due to the atmosphere: the gray curve (dashed)
represent photons from the FPS and shows the result of simulationswhich only consider losses (due to the atmosphere, beam
divergence, distance to the ISS, etc). The orange curve (solid) represents photons from the EPPS and shows the combined effect of the
gray curvewhenwe also consider the gravitational decoherence effect. The error bars are due to a log-normal error distribution of
count rates caused by turbulence with a scintillation index of 0.05with an accumulation time of 1 s. Theﬁgure shows that we can still
discern the presence of gravitationally induce decoherence despite a total of 6000 LNDnoise counts s−1 on board the ISS.
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Thus far in this subsection, we have considered distinguishing the gravitational decoherence from losses and
drastic/worst case ﬂuctuations in background count rates at the level of one standard error.We note that the
othermethods of detecting gravitational decoherence discussed in thismanuscript (such as, the strong variation
with the coherence length of the photon pairs) are staticallymore rigorous and can lead to identifying the
presence or absence of the gravitational decoherence by 6 ormore standard errors. Further,measurements
undermore favorable weather conditions (si<0.05) orwith lower noise count rates would also increase the
statistical signiﬁcance of the results. Thus, scientiﬁcallymeaningful conclusions can be drawn from themission
despite the limited statistical signiﬁcance of one type ofmeasurement. Nonetheless, designing themission to
ensure a statistical signiﬁcance of 6 standard errors for themeasurement described in this subsectionwould
prohibitively increase the cost of themission.
3.3.3. Sensitivity ofmeasurements
The dependence ofDf on coherence time, orbital altitude and zenith angle θ can be calculated theoretically and is
shown inﬁgures 4–6. In each of these cases we need tomeasure a change inDf ( dDf ) between say two positions of
the ISS, two different coherence times or types of sources. Theminimumvalue of dDf we can resolve
experimentally with one standard error is a function of the signal and noise count rates aswell as si. For a given
si=0.05 and aworst case loss estimate of 46 dB, we numerically vary the production rate of entangled photon
pairs and compute themaximumnoise count rate that will enable us to still resolve a certain value of dDf .
Out of the fourmeasurements we can perform to verify the decoherence effect,Df is least sensitive to changes
in the zenith angle θ specially near 0°. Nevertheless, we can show that even thismeasurement is feasible despite
the large andworst case background count rates andﬂuctuations. So far there have been nomeasurements of the
background count rates we can expect using single-photon detectors in space with a narrowﬁeld of view. This
makes it very difﬁcult to estimate the background count rates wewill observe in theﬁnal experiment. Our best
estimates predict between 1000 and 5000 counts per second. Themaximum ﬁeld of view (MFOV) of the
telescope through theWORFwindowon the ISS depends on the details of how it ismounted and howmuch
room there is for the telescope tomove. In theworst case theMFOV is limited to 45°. Thus themaximum
observable change inDf is from a zenith angle θ of 0°–22.5°. Here dDf is 0.051 or approximately 5% (see ﬁgure 6).
As seen inﬁgure 9we can tolerate up to 6000 noise counts per second and still be able to resolve this change.We
emphasize that this is only a worst case estimate and the actual experiment can be expected to bemuchmore
sensitive because only a small fraction of the background light will follow a LNDdue to atmospheric turbulence
aswe expect the largest contribution to be light reﬂected from clouds, the upper atmosphere, or the ISS itself.
Similarly a 5% dDf can be obtained by changing the coherence time from0.8 to 0.864 pswhich corresponds
to a decrease in the bandwidth by 0.14 nm. It can also be obtained by varying the orbital altitude of the ISS by
≈31 kmThus in theworst case (i.e., with a noise count rate of 2000 s−1 for each of the two ISS based detectors),
wewill be able to detect the effect if wewere to change the bandwidth by about 0.16 nm, the altitude by≈31 km,
or the zenith angle θ by 22.5◦.
The sensitivity of ourmeasurements to a change inDf is strongly dependent on the noise count rate(as seen
inﬁgure 9). The noise count rate consists of the background counts and dark counts. The former is roughly
constant throughout themission durationwhile the latter increases over time due to radiation damage to the
detectors. The appendix details this effect and shows themaximum tolerable background count rate at various
mission durations. Decreasing the noise count rate to 950 s−1 on each detector allows us to be sensitive to a
change inDf of 2.5%. Thus the smallest change in orbital height that could be used to detect the decoherence
Figure 9.Themaximumnoise count rate we can tolerate for each of the two detectors on board the ISS using si= 0.05 and theworst
case transmission estimate of−46 dB as a function of rate at which entangled photon pairs are produced on the ground. The four
different curves shown are the upper bounds for being able to resolve changes inDf (i.e., dDf ) of 0.05, 0.04, 0.025 and 0.01with at least
one standard deviation signiﬁcance.
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effect is about 15 km.Obtainedwhen the orbital altitude changes from400 to 415 kmat the zenith of theOGS
when using a coherence time of 0.8 ps (see Figure 5). Similarly, the smallest change in bandwidth that results in
the smallestmeasurable change inDf of 2.5% is about 0.08 nm, obtained by changing the coherence time from
0.8 to 0.84 ps at an orbital altitude of 400 km and at the zenith of theOGS.
We can clearly see that the best possiblemeasurements ofDf are to study the variationwith coherence time
(due to its sensitivity) and tomake a comparison of the EPPSwith a FPS. The experimental design can be adapted
for other satellites, such as the recently launchedQKD satellite [29], provided that the noise levels in the system
are sufﬁciently low to allow the accurate differentiate gravitational effects fromother sources of noise.
4. Proposed experiment
The previous sections have shownhow to calculate the effect and that it is experimentallymeasurable. In this
sectionwe discuss details about the experimental realization of SpaceQUEST. Figure 10 shows a schematic
overview of the experiment as well as key features of theOGS.Weather conditions and theﬂight path of the ISS
prevent a singleOGS frommaking themost of this experiment. Thus, it is advantageous to have severalOGSs,
for which there are several suitable candidates including but not limited to the Tide/Izaña observatories at
Tenerife [26, 30],Matera Laser RangingObservatory [31], OGSOberpfaffenhofen [32] and transportableOGS
[33, 34], many of which have already been used for quantum experiments [32, 35–37]. To enable quantum
communication andBell test experiments the ISSmodule includes two detectors and a polarizing beam splitter
(PBS)while the EPPS on ground is also capable of producing polarization entangled states.
The ISS (with a limited ﬁeld of view of±37° in the best case) and anOGS canmaintain an optical link for
about 10–300 s during a usable pass. During this time, theOGS and ISS should acquire each other and
commence tracking, performhousekeeping/maintenancemeasurements and then start the experiment.We can
divide each experiment into several integration timewindows of say 1 s each, duringwhich calibration
measurements are followed by the quantum experiment.We suggest the following utilization pattern for each
integration timewindow:
• 5% formeasuring the intrinsic dark counts of the detectors by using a shutter to block all incident light.
• 15% formeasuring the background count rate by blocking the transmission of optical signals at theOGS.
Figure 10. Schematic overview of the proposed experiment. TheOGShas a source of time and polarization entangled photon pairs.
One photon of each pair ismeasured immediately after the source (i.e., in the same gravitational potential), while the other photon
propagates through a large gravitational ﬁeld gradient before being detected on board the ISS. The arrival time of each photon is
recorded and used to identify photon pairs in post processing. One photon of each entangled pair traverses a signiﬁcantly different
gravitational space–timemetric. According to [4, 5], this should result in a decoherence-like phenomenon, which ismeasurable as a
reduction in the number of pairs without a reduction in the number of singles.
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• 10% formeasuring the optical link loss by sending pulses of known intensity. Themeasurement of time
delays, clock synchronization and polarization distortions can be performed in this timewindow by
controlling the duration, timing, and polarization of the calibration pulses.
• 29%of the time for experiments with the FPS (‘classical system’).
• 40%of the time for experiments with the EPPS (‘quantum entangled system’).
• 1% for switching between the variousmodes.
One possible implementation of the experimental setup on board the ISS is shown inﬁgure 11. The single-
photon signals are collected by a receiving telescope (mounted facing the Earth and capable of tracking the
OGS), separated by a polarization analysismodule (consisting of an adjustable half wave plate (HWP) and a
PBS), and detected by single-photon detectors (with a jitter<2 ns) after they pass through narrowband
interference ﬁlters (IF), which remove themajority of background noise. Time tagging electronics record the
arrival time of each photonwith a resolution of≈100 ps. A beacon laser emitted by theOGS is used for tracking.
The laser is separated from the single-photon signal by a dichroicmirror and detected using a camera. An
optional steeringmirror can be used forﬁne tracking. An optical shutter is necessary to prevent damage to the
detectors due to bright light. Lastly, a retro-reﬂector for the beacon (or a second beacon laser), mounted near the
receiving telescope, enables theOGS to track the receiver.
The bulk of the setup in space consists of the receiving telescope. Fortunately we can use the existing
telescope (‘ISERV’) from the ‘SERVIR’mission on board the ISS—which consists of a stable automatic tracking
mechanism for photographing the Earth’s surface, as well as a 23.5 cmdiameter Schmidt–Cassegrain telescope
both of which are currently installed in the Earth facingWORFwindowof the ISS. The remainder of the
minimalistic setup shown inﬁgure 11will be built as a compact attachment to the eye-piece of the receiver. Si
avalanche photodiodes (APDs)with thermoelectric cooling can be used for photon detection (see appendix).
The time tagged information can be used in conjunctionwith its counterpart on the ground to identify pairs and
look for gravitational decoherence.Meanwhile, the polarization information can be used to verify the quantum
nature of the system via Bell tests and performquantum communication.
On the other hand,theOGS shall be capable of:
• Quickly (in≈0.1 ms) switching between different sources or blocking the output.
• Providing an adjustable delay (of up to≈0.1–1 μs) to ensure a space-like separation of detection events.
Figure 11. Schematic of the proposed ISS segment of the experiment. This scheme shows the key elements of the experimental setup
that will need to be on board the ISS.We plan to use a standard 23.5 cmhobby astronomy telescope system as the receiving telescope.
The single-photon signal is isolated from the beacon by a dichroicmirror and sent to a polarization analysismodule. A time tagging
module records the arrival times of each single-photon signal as well as the polarization information. A lens system images the beacon
onto a camera. A computer uses the camera image to control a steeringmirror to actively compensate for any pointing inaccuracies of
the telescopemount and the ISS. A retro-reﬂector can be used to reﬂect theOGS’s tracking beacon and enable ﬁne tracking of the ISS
in the Earth’s shadow. TheHWP is used to change the polarizationmeasurement basis and the interference ﬁlter (IF) helps eliminate
unwanted background counts by limiting the spectral sensitivity of the detectors.
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• Measuring and storing the data from the extremely high pair production rates. This could be achieved using
arrays of detectors.We estimate that≈390 TB of datawill need to be stored (over a half yearmission
duration).
• Compensating for polarization drifts after dedicated calibrationmeasurements. Themulti-layered, thick
windows on the ISSmay cause angle dependent polarization rotations.
All of these requirements can be accomplishedwith existing technology. The biggest challenge is the production
of a few hundredmillion photon pairs per second.We currently have a type 0 periodically poled potassium
titanyl phosphate based source capable of producing 8×106 photon pairs/s/mWof pump power. Increasing
the pumppowerwould in principle allow us to generate at the required pair rates. The ground based detectors
should be capable of detecting a singles rate of> 1.5×109 photons s−1. This can be done bymultiplexing
several detectors. In principle single-photon detector arrays like Si APD arrayswith ⪆ 200 pixels or nanowire
arrayswith≈16–32 pixels could be built whichwould be ideal candidates. For example, the lunar laser
communication demonstration used 4 arrays of 4 nanowire detectors [38] andAPD arrays are commercially
available [39]. Such systems can be adapted/combined for use in theOGS. The ground and spaced based
detection schemes together should be able to correctly identify photon pairs.Whichmeans that the binwidth
(limited by the timing jitter of the electronics)must bemuch smaller than themean time between local detection
events. Thus a jitter of better than 225 pswould be sufﬁcient to ensure that the probability that two photons
arrive in the same bin is less than 0.05 (assuming Poissonian statistics). Further, we estimate that the total system
detection efﬁciency of themultiplexed detectors should be better than 20%.
Similarly the very simple ISS segment shown inﬁgure 11 shall be able to:
• Measure the arrival time of photonswith a resolution of 100 ps44 as well asmeasure the incoming photons in a
selectable linear polarization basis. The detectors should be capable ofmeasuring up to45
250000 photons s−1 (themaximum expected rate when theOGS produces 300×106 pairs s−1).
• Time synchronization of the SpaceQUEST clock on board the ISSwith theOGS clock to better than 100 ns46.
• Store the≈2 TB of data (generated over amission duration of half a year).We note that all data analysis is done
in post processing. On boardmeasurements are not needed in real time and can be provided on a hard drive at
the end of themission. The near real-time data transfer can be limited to housekeeping and calibration/
veriﬁcation data thus reducing the load on the limited communication bandwidth of the ISS.
• Track andmaintain theOGSwithin theﬁeld of view of the detectors. For the schematic shown inﬁgure 11 a
500 μmdiameter of the active areawould be sufﬁcient for tracking given an atmospheric scintillation
index< 0.1.
The requirements of the ISS segment can bemetwith existing commercial technology.
5.Discussion and conclusions
In this paper we have evaluated variousmethods tomeasure the gravitational decoherence effect.We have
identiﬁed the best andmost scientiﬁcally rigorous way forwardwhile using existing commercially available
technologies, studied the feasibility of the scheme and identiﬁed key requirements and hurdles towards
implementing this experiment in a ground to ISS uplink scenario.We have shown the comparitive simplicity of
the end-to-end system, withmost of the complexity on the ground, aswell as the feasibility of the experiment for
the ISS.
The observation of a decoherence effect in the proposed experiment would cause a paradigm shift in our
understanding ofQM in the presence of gravity.
The absence of decoherence in this experiment would suggest thatQM should not bemodiﬁed in order to
conform to the predictions of at least some classes of GR theories. Onemotivation for the event-operatormodel
is consistencywith non-hyperbolic space–times such as CTCs. Thus a plausible conclusion in this case is that GR
has to bemodiﬁed to accommodate (linear)QM, in one of the following possible ways:
44
The time tagging resolution, i.e., digitization binwidth, should bemuch better than the detector jitter (speciﬁed earlier as<2 ns) to avoid
additionally broadening coincidence peak and to facilitate accurate clock synchronization bymeans of accuratelymeasuring the timing
position of the coincidence peak.
45
The corresponding pair rate as seen between the ISS and ground is estimated to be≈5000 pairs s−1.
46
Using a clock, on board the ISS, synchronized towithin a few tens of ps of theOGS clock is prohibitively expensive. Insteadwe can exploit
the strong time correlations of photon pairs or that of the FPS to correlate the time tags between the ISS andOGS in post processing.
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1. It may be that the nonlinearity only manifests in cases where the local curvature is due to the presence of a
closed time-like curve (CTC) somewhere in space-time (and not due to, e.g., amassive planet). However,
this would imply that local physics can depend on the global topology of space–time, in violation of the
equivalence principle.
2. Physical laws (such as unknown quantum gravity effects) might prevent CTCs from existing at all, which
would remove themotivation for the nonlinearmodel considered here.However, since CTCs are a direct
prediction ofGR, this optionwould clearly require amodiﬁcation ofGR.
3. Itmay be that CTCs can exist, and their nonlinear effects can be observed in general curved space–times, but
that the nonlinearity is described by amodel other than the event-operatormodel, for example aﬁeld theory
extension of post-selected CTCs (P-CTCs) along the lines of the path integral approaches discussed in
[40–42]. In this case, the experiment would place bounds on the size of this nonlinearity.
4. Finally, it could be that the event-operator model is correct, but decoherence is not observed because all
correlations are fundamentally classical (i.e., entanglement is really the result of a classical realistic hidden-
variable theory). Due to Bell’s theorem, this would imply reality is non-local, which is arguably contrary to
the local structure ofGR.
The only one of the above options that does not immediately require amodiﬁcation ofGR is option (3).
However, there is evidence that P-CTCs and possibly other CTCmodels would imply the ability to signal
information between events that are not causally connected in the space–timemetric, also violating a basic
principle of GR. Although itmight be possible toﬁnd amodel that does not have this pathological feature,
nobody has yet seen how to achieve this despitemuch effort,making it unlikely to be the case.
Thus, the signiﬁcance of the experiment can be summarized as deciding whetherQMbecomes nonlinear in
the presence of gravity (inwhich case decoherence is predicted), or whether the theory ofGRwill ultimately need
to be changed in order to allow for the linearity ofQM (if entanglement is seen to be preserved).
To have a scientiﬁc payload outside the ISS ismore demanding than locating it inside the ISS [37]. The
approach proposed in this paper signiﬁcantly reduces the ﬁnancial burden but is constrained by safety
requirements applicable to internal payloads. Still, it can be implemented,making use of already available
infrastructures and hardware. In addition, it has a very low-cost and it can be easily upgraded.
The primary objective of the SpaceQUESTmission is to search for the gravitational decoherence effect.
However, the secondary objectives of themission include quantum communication in an uplink between the
ground and the ISS. The setupwe proposed herewould bemore than sufﬁcient to achieve this as it exceeds the
requirements given in [12].
In this paper, we have shown that the experiment is feasible and discussed its scientiﬁc importance for all
possible outcomes. Furthermore, all technologies, instruments and other requirements of themission are
readily achievable using existing commercially available products. Several key components needed by this
experiment are already on board the ISS [43, 44], which drastically reduces the cost of the proposedmission.We
strongly believe that this experiment or similar needs to be undertaken to resolve the abovementioned scientiﬁc
conundrums.
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Appendix. Feasibility of using Si APDs as single-photon detectors in the ISS segment
SiliconAPDs are good candidates for detectors in the ISS segment, because they have good photon detection
characteristics around 830nm, arewell understood, widely used in quantumoptics, and do not require deep
cryogenic cooling [45]. However, proton radiation present in LEOdamages theAPDs and drastically increases
their dark count rate over time [46–50]. Here we simulate the radiation environment inside the ISS to study the
feasibility of using Si APDs. Although themission duration is expected to be less than a year, we calculate for a
2 year exposure to have a contingencymargin.
We use SPENVIS radiation simulation software for the ISS orbit (51.64° inclination, 401 kmperigee, 409 km
apogee, and 15.54 orbits per day). For proton radiation ﬂux, we assume the solarminimum, because the solar
cycle 24will be at the solarminimum in 2018–2020, which gives theworst radiation damage to theAPDs47.We
assume that the detectormodule includes 20mmthick spherical aluminum shielding. Storing it in a random
place inside the ISS typically adds 10mmfurther shielding by the pressure vessel andmicro-meteoroid orbital
debris impact shield of the ISS [52, 53].We thus simulate for a total of 30mmspherical aluminum shielding.
Displacement damage dose (DDD) after 2 years under these assumptions is 1.27×106MeV g−1.While the
simulatedDDDmonotonically decreases with increased shield thickness, it does not depend on it strongly for
thicknesses that can reasonably be used in thismission. E.g., doubling the total thickness to 60mmwould less
than halve theDDD,while adding signiﬁcant extraweight to the detectormodule.
We base our dark count rate estimates on proton irradiation tests reported in [54]. Three different
commercialmodels of thick-junction Si APDswere tested: Excelitas SLiK, Excelitas C30921SH, and Laser
Components SAP500. The samples were irradiated bymonochromatic 100MeVproton beam, atﬂuences of
108, 109, 2×109, and 4×109cm−2. Two samples of eachmodel were irradiated at eachﬂuence, then their
dark count ratesmeasured at 20Vovervoltage48 and several temperatures down to−86°C (seeﬁgure 12). The
increase of the dark count rate appeared to be roughly linear on the ﬂuence, although some sample-to-sample
variationwas observed, up to a factor of 3. Unpublished data at−60°Cyielded similar conclusions.
OurDDDvalue calculated above is equivalent to 5×108cm−2 at 100MeVmonochromatic protonﬂuence
in the above test. Taking into account exponential dependence of the dark count rate on temperature [54], we
estimate the APD temperature required to reach the dark count rates of 200, 660, and 2000Hz at the end of the
2 yearmission. The results are listed in table 1.However, sample-to-sample variations and uncertainty of
radiation environment prediction [50]necessitate a reserve factor.We assume the detector design needs to be
able to copewith factor of 3worse dark count rates than predicted, which requires cooling by an additional
≈15 °C. Thus, to guarantee dark count rate below 2000Hzper APD, the detectormodule should be capable of
cooling SLiKAPDs to−45 °CandC30921SH to−65 °C. At these temperatures, afterpulsing probability of SLiK
andC30921SH is projected to stay below 1% [54]. These temperatures are achievable with thermoelectric
cooling and forced-convection air radiator at room temperature [55]. However cooling below−65 °Cmay
Figure 12.Dark count rates of three different APDmodels at various radiation ﬂuences at−86°C [54]. Each data point is an average
between the two samples tested. Linear ﬁt lines pass through theﬁrst and last data points. The dark count rate increase appears to be
linearly proportional to the proton ﬂuence. Inset is a close-up of theﬁrst points.
47
IncreasedUV radiation and solar activity at solarmaximumcause the Earth’s atmosphere to expandwhich removes trapped protons in
the radiation belts [51].
48
For Si APDs, detector performance weakly depends on the overvoltage. Detection efﬁciency and dark count rate increase, while jitter
decreases at higher overvoltage [45].
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require amore complex design, possibly using a compact Stirling cooler. If a sufﬁcient cooling system cannot be
provided, implementing additional radiation damagemitigationmethods can be considered, such as in-orbit
thermal annealing [54] or laser annealing [56].
Both thedark count rate and thebackgroundcount rate play a vital role in themission feasibility.Due to the
increase indark count rates fromradiationdamage themaximumacceptable background rate decreases over time.
Figure 13 shows themaximumtolerable backgroundcount rate for the SLiKdetector cooled to−29.1°C, for various
missiondurations. This is calculated in the sameway asﬁgure 9using the expecteddark count rates at the endof
variousmissiondurations.As seen fromtable 1 cooling thedetector further candrastically reduce thedark counts.
Thiswould also improve the sensitivity atwhich thismission canmeasure the gravitational decoherence effect.We
predict a backgroundcount rate of about 500 s−1 for eachdetector.After 2 years of radiation exposure the
measurements of gravitational decoherencewouldonlybepossible for pair production rates>300×106 s−1 and
would rapidly become impossible for longermissiondurations.Wenote that it is unlikely that the SpaceQUEST
missiondurationwould exceed6months to a year.Nevertheless tomaintain signiﬁcant safetymargins,we
recommend that the gravitational decoherence experiments be conducted in the early states of themission and the
secondaryobjectives be attempted later on. Further,most secondary objectives like quantumcommunication, light
pollutionmeasurements, etc can still be successfulwithmuch larger dark count rates.
In summary, commercial thick-junction Si APD chips fromExcelitas (SLiK) appear to be a suitable choice
for the ISS segment, especially given that our science experiments can tolerate dark count rate of 1000–2000Hz
per detector. The detectormodule will need to use a custom thermal design and electronics [55, 57]. The noise
budget presented in this paper already accounts for noise rates of up to 3000 s−1 per space based detector, of
whichwe conservatively estimate that 500count s−1 can be attributed to the background count rate. Thus the
mission is feasible with theminimal radiation shielding provided by the ISSmodule. Further shielding could
help increase the sensitivity of the decoherencemeasurement.
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Table 1.EstimatedAPD temperature required to reach
various dark count rates after 2 years in orbit.
APDmodel 200Hz 660 Hz 2000 Hz
SLiK −57.4°C −42.7°C −29.1°C
C30921SH −81.5°C −65.1°C −49.8°C
SAP500 −95.6°C −77.1°C −59.9°C
Figure 13.Maximum tolerable background count rates per SLiK detector, cooled to−29.1 °C, in the presence of radiation damage.
The curves show themaximumbackground count rates per detector that would still allow us to resolve changes inDf (i.e., dDf ) of 4%
with at least one standard deviation signiﬁcance. At the start of themission undamaged detectors have<100 Hz dark counts while
after two years they are expected to have dark counts of≈2000 Hz.
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